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Gusta), Hoist's Manuscripts
'MOGEN HOLST
When I was asked last year if I would write a short article for BRIO, I was in the middleof cataloguing my father's manuscripts, and I hoped that by the spring of 1967 the searchwould have gone far enough for me to offer a detailed list for publication. But the searchis still going on, and all that I have to offer is a glimpse of some of the problems that I amtrying to solve.

Fortunately there are very few problems connected with his unpublished works. Nearlyall the manuscripts mentioned in his own dated list of unpublished compositions have beenin the British Museum for the last fifteen years (details in the handlist in the ManuscriptsStudents' Room, Add. MSS 47804-38). One or two early songs and a 1903 wind quintet aremissing, but all the longer works are there, beginning with 'Opus 1, The Revoke; an opera inone act, 1895', and ending with fragments of an unfinished symphony he was writing justbefore he died in 1934.
A large number of manuscripts of the eighteen-nineties were not included in his list ofcompositions. He kept them, however, and tied them up in brown paper parcels which helabelled 'Early Horrors'. These are still on my own shelves. I go through them fromtime to time, and a few weeks ago I decided that several of them are worth hearing. There isa poignant setting of 'On the green banks of Shannon', for solo voice and piano, written in1891 when he was at the Cheltenham Grammar School, and an expressive S.A.T.B. part-song, 'The Autumn is old', written in 1895 when he was a student at the Royal Collegeof Music in London: both of these will be sung later this year by the Purcell Consort ofVoices. But what am I to do with all the other 'Early Horrors'? They should certainlybe preserved, but would it be right to ask the British Museum to house them?
The British Museum is surely the right future home for all the available autograph manu-scripts of my father's published works, and I am grateful to the Keeper, Mr T. C. Skeat,for welcoming this suggestion. I am asking the various publishers if they would be willingto release the manuscripts in their possession, and their response has been most generous.It is fascinating going through each work in detail, and one can learn so much that is helpful.For instance, in The Evening-Watch, which has been out of print for twenty-five years, there isa descending scale for tenors and basses which has always been difficult to sing in tune. Themanuscript shows my father's suggestion in the margin for an alternative enharmonic notationin flats instead of sharps. This is much easier to sing, and I have been able to include it inthe new edition which Faber Music has recently published.
The new collection of Hoist manuscripts for the British Museum will not be complete.To begin with, there will be gaps where works have already been given to other libraries;to the Bodleian, the Fitzwilliam, the Royal College of Music, the Library of Congress inWashington and the University of Michigan. Then there are manuscripts that have beenlost. I shall go on hoping that these may eventually be discovered. (After I had beensearching for nearly thirty years for the original manuscript of one of his best works, thepublisher concerned, who shall be nameless, came across it while looking for somethingelse on the top shelf of a cupboard in a store-room!)

It will not be easy to trace the missing autographs of some of the scores published byJ. Curwen and Sons. When I wrote to ask about them several years ago, Maurice Jacobsonreplied: 'Many works taken over by us from Goodwin and Tabb were engraved in Germany,and probably the manuscripts were never given back'.Then there are the manuscripts which my father gave to his friends. These include thefirst sketches of some of his greatest music. Fortunately one of the moF t interesting of thesesketches is already in the British Museum. It is the complete original draft of the FirstChoral Symphony, which differs considerably from the printed score. This was the only workhe ever had the chance of writing during a long period of leisure. Normally he had tocompose in the intervals between teaching schoolchildren and conducting amateur choirsand orchestras, but at the time when he was writing the symphony he had been ordered ayear's rest. He sent this first sketch of the work to his friend Jane Joseph with a lettersaying:'I want you to keep it as a memento of all that you have done in the last fifteen monthsto make the symphony possible. .. Later on, when it is published, you can compareyour sketch with the finished article and learn either one or the other of the followinglessons in composition:—(a) The virtue and advantage of careful and prolonged study and rewriting.(b) The vice and futility of careful and prolonged study and rewriting.I wonder which it will be!'The late Jane Joseph was one of the three friends who helped him more than anyoneelse in music-copying and proof-correcting. The other two friends are Miss Nora Day andMiss Vally Lasker. A few years ago Miss Day gave the British Museum the autographsketch of his ChoralFantasia (Add. MS 48369). And a few months ago Miss Lasker sent me threeof his manuscript note-books, dated 1923-6, 1926 and 1932. These will join the three note-books already in the British Museum dated 1928, 1929 and 1933-4.It is a pity that some of the pages of these very interesting note-books are difficult to read.This is not only because my father occasionally wrote his tunes while walking in the countryor while travelling to work on a London bus: it is also because he liked to use a very softpencil. The writing is badly smudged in places, and is too far gone for fixing.The autograph full scores, which are all in ink, are in fairly good condition, though I amstill struggling to rub out other conductors' indelible blue pencil marks and trying to avoidmaking holes in the paper. (There are at least half a dozen original scores which haveobviously been sent out on hire for forty or fifty years.)My next problem is how to indicate what is in my father's writing in the 'partly autograph'scores. Like many composers, he was too busy to prepare the layout of his orchestralscores himself, or to write out the voice parts in the vocal scores. And he needed morehelp than most other composers, owing to the neuritis in his right arm which he sufferedfrom during his whole life. In the eighteen-nineties the pain was so bad that he was oftenunable to hold a pen and had to try and write with a nib tied to his middle finger. This isthe reason for the straggling appearance of many of his early manuscripts. His neuritiswas never again as bad as this, but he was seldom free from the worry of having to 'save'his hand for conducting, and I can remember, in the nineteen-twenties, hearing him say thathis arm felt 'like a jelly charged with electricity'. It is remarkable that he managed to writeso clearly, and that quite a number of his manuscripts are completely autograph.Some of the 'partly autograph' scores are easy to describe in a catalogue. One can sayof the Ode to Death that it is 'entirely autograph except for the duplication of words on pages2-5'. But what can one do about The Planets, (Bodleian, MS. Mus. b. 18/1-7) where nearlyevery page is in a mixture of two or three different hands?
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It is surely important from a practical point of view to be able to recognise what thecomposer has written himself. During a rehearsal for a recent recording of my father'sSeven Part-Songs with words by Robert Bridges I had doubts about several metronome-marksin the printed copy. When I looked at the autograph manuscript I found that none of themetronome-marks were in his own writing, which made me feel less guilty about disregardingsome of them.There is also, I think, a certain historic importance in knowing what is autograph andwhat is not. (Having worked as Britten's amanuensis from 1952 to 1964 I am very muchaware of this: it was acutely embarrassing to find a glossy magazine triumphantly reproducinga bit of the first page of the manuscript full score of the War Requiem in which practicallyeverything was in my writing instead of the composer's.)When I look at my father's 'partly autograph' scores I feel burdened by the expert knowledgethat will die with me. It would be easy to sit by the side of a musicologist in the Bodleianand skim swiftly through the seven movements of The Planets, pointing to each bar andwhispering 'autograph' or 'not autograph'. But how can I indicate all these details in writingfor the students of the twenty-first century? I have been wondering whether it would bepossible to have a facsimile with the autograph bits outlined in red and the rest of it shadedin some other colour. Perhaps one of the readers of BRIO would be kind enough to adviseme?It was inevitable that this article, which was meant to impart information, should turninto an appeal for help. After all, music librarians are, without any doubt, the most helpfulpeople on earth.

Based on a paper read to the U.K. Branch on 10 February 1966.
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A Sung of Music Library Resourcesin Yorkshire
ELEANOR BURBRIDGE

Music library resources in Yorkshire may be divided into three main groups: the SpecialLibraries; the County Libraries; and the Public Libraries in town and city.As far as I have been able to ascertain there are only two collections of importance in thefirst group: York Minster Library and the Brotherton Collection at the University of Leeds.From the short article in Grove I was led to believe that there were a few rare items inthe Cathedral Library in Ripon and a reference in the Yorkshire Archaeological and TopographicalJournal confirmed this. On further investigation, however, I found that the most interestingmanuscripts were no longer there. Two of these were disposed of as recently as 1962:one to the British Museum and the other to the Brotherton Collection. So in view of thefact that they were so recently at Ripon and have for so long had Yorkshire associationsI feel that they are worth mentioning.A volume bequeathed with other works to the Cathedral Library by Anthony Higgin,Fellow and Tutor of St John's College, Cambridge, and Dean of the Collegiate Church ofRipon from i6o8 to 162.4, contained four printed tracts of the fifteenth century, one of whichwas found (as recently as 1953) to be an unrecorded book printed by William Caxton. Theblank leaves of this volume were used for various manuscript additions, notably two sixteenth-century ballads: one of them, written in the form of a loyal effusion in honour of HenryFitzroy, Duke of Richmond and Somerset, natural son of Henry VIII, bears the title, Alytyll ballet made of ye yong duke's grace. (This is now in the Brotherton Library). The otherrelates to Cardinal Wolsey and is entitled, A ballet ofye dab of Ye Cardynall—the generaltheme being retributive justice. (This was donated to the British Museum). Both are forthree voices. There is no evidence as to the identity of the composer.For the information on York Minster Library I am indebted to Jack Pilgrim's articlewhich appeared in the Musical Times in 1958. The Collection is of considerable interest andof greater importance than would appear from the short reference in Grove. Only a selectionof its contents can be given but these will give some idea of its scope. On his first visit toYork Mr Pilgrim went primarily to consult the Dunnington- Jefferson manuscript describedby Dr Fellowes in the Appendix volume of Tudor Church Music. The manuscript datesfrom about 1640 and is known to be one of the early Durham Cathedral partbooks, havingpassed into private hands many generations ago. It contains a large number of Englishanthems of the Tudor and Jacobean period and among other interesting items the bass partof Byrd's six-part anthem 'Exalt Thyself, 0 God'. No other text of this anthem is knownto have survived but there is a duplicate of the part in the library of St John's College, Oxford.In 1938 Colonel Dunnington- Jefferson placed the manuscript on permanent loan in thelibrary of York Minster.Other manuscripts include autograph scores by Walmisley and Stanford and two sets ofFantasias in three and four parts by Jenkins, Ward and Tomkins. The most substantialitems, however, are the two sets of partbooks known as the Gostling and Priestley Collections.The former is a set of eight leather-bound partbooks which are believed to be partly in the handof the Reverend John Gostling, sometime bass in the Chapel Royal in the time of Purcell.
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Sir Jack Westrup, in his book on Purcell, makes a number of references to this gentleman'sastonishing vocal range. Gostling's remarkable industry as a copyist is revealed by thecollection of forty services and over two hundred anthems by Tanis, Gibbons, Byrd, Tomkins,Blow, Aldrich, Purcell and others.There are about two hundred anthems and services in score in the Priestley Collectionwhich include many less familiar names such as Wanley, King, Adams and Fiocco. Othermanuscripts indude Corelli's Trio-sonatas, Concerti by Albinoni and Valentini, Jommelli'soratorio La Passione and many verse and full anthems by late seventeenth-century Englishcomposers. Another important manuscript discovered in 1946 and also mentioned in theAppendix volume of Tudor Church Music contains the Medius Cantons voice part of severalServices including among others those of Parsons, Shepherd and Morley; but its chief valueis that it included also the Primus Cantons of the Venue and Te Deum of Byrd's Great Service.It is the only known text of that voice part besides that of the Durham manuscript.The printed collection ranges from the Tudor Church Music volumes to vocal scores andservices by Sullivan, Ouseley, Stainer and Walmisley. There are the usual eighteenth-and nineteenth-century editions of choral works by Handel, Haydn, Mozart and Beethovenas well as many more by minor German composers. An interesting Handel Collection offorty leather-bound volumes of his works was presented to the Minster by George IV on theoccasion of his visit in 1825.Mr Pilgrim also found a fine selection of early printed partbooks by Byrd, Tallis, Dering,Amner, Mundy and Gibbons—some unfortunately incomplete. Among other interestingworks were some by Monteverdi, also Morley's Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practical Musicke,1597 . At the conclusion of his visit Mr Pilgrim reported that though many of the lesser-known works had been explored there was still much material to be investigated and evaluated.The Brotherton Library of the University of Leeds consists of two collections: that inthe main Library and the Brotherton Collection proper. The main library has a workingcollection of about 14,000 music books and scores and over 1,000 records. In addition itcontains material, much of it probably of local interest only, connected with the late DrHerbert Thompson, music critic of The Yorkshire Post from 1886-1941, and a man highlyesteemed in the profession. The Thompson correspondence includes letters from, amongothers, Delius, Elgar, Halle, Hoist, Rachmaninoff, Richter, Sir Henry Wood and DameClara Butt. There is his diary from 1876-1945, an unfinished autobiography and all hisYorkshire Post musical criticisms. Among the many thousand volumes he presented to thelibrary of especial interest is the large Wagner Collection. The library also possesses acopy of Musick's Monument, a quaint but useful book written by Thomas Mace in 1676.The Brotherton Collection was bequeathed by Lord Brotherton to the University in 1935.Two of its rarest possessions are Gafori's Practica Musicae of 1497 and Kircher's MusurgiaUniversalis of 1650. Of this latter work Grove says, 'It contains, among much rubbish,valuable matter on the nature of sound and the theory of composition'.There are some interesting connections with Mendelssohn: a volume compiled and editedin manuscript by Ignaz Moscheles, Mendelssohn's friend and teacher, contains sixty-threeautograph letters of Mendelssohn. It also has the autograph of a piano piece entitledR̀ondeaux', an autograph manuscript score of a Venetian Gondola Song and an autographmanuscript of Moscheles' cadenzas for Mozart's Concerto in E flat for Two Pianos, K.365.Another notable Collection is that of William Freemantle. This includes some thirtymanuscript scores of works by Dibdin, Adam, Attwood, Auber, Clementi and others; also,there are early score editions of Arne, Samuel Arnold, Sterndale Bennett, Boyce, Corelli,Croft, and Handel editions printed by Walsh.
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Of particular interest is the Novello-Cowden Clarke Collection. This was given to theUniversity of Leeds for inclusion in the Brotherton Collection in 1953. The donors werethe great-grand-daughters of Vincent and Mary Novello. Most of the items belonged totheir daughters and the manuscript music is in the hand of one or other of them. As onewould expect there is a preponderance of vocal music. The later additions to this Collectionare by far the most interesting. They include the autograph diaries of Vincent and MaryNovello written on their journey to Austria in 182.9 when they visited Mozart's widow andhis blind sister. One of the reasons for this visit was to hand over a subscription fromEnglish well-wishers to Mozart's sister. The diaries were published in 1955 under the titleA Mozart Pilgrimage. Among many letters is one written by Franz Sales Kandler enclosinga canon in manuscript which he states is a youthful work of Mozart's. It is, however, listedas spurious in the sixth edition of Kochel (p. 857, K. Anh. C.1 o.zz). Last, but by no meansleast, a lock of hair, stated in his widow's hand to be Mozart's. There is also Mary Novello'sautograph diary of her tour in Germany in 1827 when she was accompanied by EdwardHolmes, a distinguished critic and author of a life of Mozart, and her later autograph diary ofher daughter Clara's European singing tours in 1837-9.
The most recent addition to the Collection is an autograph score of Fricker's The Visionof Judgement in an almost completed draft.
COUNTY LIBRARIES. The West Riding County Library is the largest county servicein the country consisting of eight regional headquarters; 106 branches; zz mobile libraries;990 school libraries and 110 other service points. A new headquarters in Wakefield—abuilding unique both in design and construction, was opened in June 1964. A soundproofroom and piano are available in the Music Library.
The Music Library is part of the Further Education, Music and Drama Departmentsand contains one of the finest collections of choral, orchestral and brass band music and setsof plays in the country. The present music stock is in the region of 4o0,000 items. Approxi-mately 400 groups borrow this kind of music each year and, during 1964-65, 4,389 sets wereissued. Other music stock figures are not available. In February 1966 a GramophoneRecord Library was opened at County Headquarters. A total of eleven service points havebeen approved for this additional service. Surprisingly, a music and record librarian hasstill not been appointed although less than a year ago my information was that an appoint-ment was imminent. The East Riding County Library serves mainly a rural area which mayaccount for its small music stock. A year ago music literature and scores totalled 4,000works and there were approximately 400 records.
MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES. Until comparatively recently the situation regarding theprovision of Music Libraries in the Municipal Libraries in Yorkshire has been depressinglyinadequate, especially in some of the larger cities and towns.
In Sheffield music has obviously had to take a back seat for a very long time but a moreenlightened policy has been adopted recently when, during National Library week last year,a combined Music and Record Library was opened. Unfortunately, the space allotted hadof necessity to be limited, and it would appear is quite inadequate to accommodate the sizeablestock built up during the last few years. Two large collections of music scores have beenacquired recently and the Sheffield Philharmonic Orchestra's Collection is at the disposalof the library. The Record Library got off to a good start with a stock of 4,500 records,and there is an allocation of L7,000 for the current year's expenditure. A music librarianhas been appointed on an absurdly low salary grade. Clearly, the Sheffield authority has notappreciated the importance of the post.
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Kingston-on-Hull has been more forward-looking than most authorities and opened itsMusic Library in 195i—a year after Leeds. There is a stock of over I 2,000 music scoresand books and about 6,000 records. The music librarian is in charge of the music and recordcollections. Bradford has been building up a good basic stock of scores, music literatureand records during the last few years with an eye on the new library. By the time this articleappears in print the Music and Record Library will probably have been opened and judgingby the plan it promises to be one of our finest libraries.Huddersfield had a Music Library before Leeds but it still has no music librarian. Thisis somewhat surprising in a town which has a world famous musical reputation. There isa very large stock of multiple sets of vocal scores and orchestral material and therein lies itsstrength. The general stock is disappointing. The library also provides a record service.York, Doncaster, Halifax, Dewsbury, Chesterfield and Rotherham each have small collectionsof music scores and books. Some of the smaller authorities are more adventurous than thelarger ones: Harrogate, Ilkley and Rothwell, for instance, have commendable collections ofmusic scores, books and records commensurate with their size.The Leeds Music Library was opened in 1950 with a stock of some 7,500 music booksand scores—the combined collections of the Central Lending Library and the ReferenceLibrary. The stock now stands at 30,000 works, eight per cent of which are for referenceonly. Apart from the usual lending material there is a useful collection of about 600 setsof orchestral parts; these are borrowed extensively throughout Yorkshire. There are nomultiple copies of vocal scores in the library; neither funds nor space were available for thisservice. In any case the West Riding County Library supplies this need together with theLeeds Triennial Festival Library which is available to Leeds borrowers.The library inherited much valuable material from the Reference Library which includedthe three historical editions of Tudor Church Music, the .English School of Lutenist Songwritersand the English Madrigal School. There were many complete files of periodicals of the latenineteenth and early twentieth centuries, files of the more important current monthlies andquarterlies, and a complete file of the Proceedings of the R.oyal Musical Association. In all there arejust over 800 bound volumes of periodicals and the library subscribes to about forty currentones. Catalogues transferred from the Reference Library include a complete run of theAccessions Catalogues of the British Museum together with other British Museum catalogues;some Library of Congress catalogues; the Allen Brown Collection in the Boston PublicLibrary; Frere's Biblioteca Musico-Liturgica; Gregory's Catalogue of Early Books on Music inthe Library of Congress, catalogues of the Royal College of Music, the Cummings collection,the Hirsch Collection and others.Complete editions of composers' works were limited to two; those of Byrd and Purcell,but since the library opened these have been considerably extended to include about twentycomposers; some editions have been purchased outright and others are in process of beingacquired by subscription. The library also subscribes to the Ripertoire International desSources Musicales, the BBC Music Catalogues, the Music Index to Periodicals, Die Musik in Geschichteund Gegenwart, Musica Britannica, Early English Church Music, among others.There is a good representative collection of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century cathedraland other sacred music, and some of the more important eighteenth-century song books.Included in the latter are: The English Musical Repository, Orpheus Caledonius, Calliope, TheBritish Musical Miscellany, Apollonian Harmony, Clio and Euterpe, The Musical Miscellany, TheScots Musical Museum. A selection of some of the more important individual works in theoriginal editions include Stainer's two volumes of Early Bodleian Music; the Fitzwilliam VirginalBook; a facsimile edition of the thirteenth-century manuscript of the Graduale and AntiphonaleSarisburiense; the first edition of the Second Book of Orpheus Britannicus; the second edition of
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the First Book of Playford's Harmonia Sacra, 1703, and the first edition of the Second Book,1693, with its Supplement, 17oo; Zarlino's theoretical works in the complete volume of 1589;Bonanni's Gabinetto Armonico. Pieno d'Istromenti sonori, 1723, (virtually a reprint of the firstedition of 1722); a rare copy of a printed Latin version of God save the .Queen, and an equally rarecopy of the Sale Catalogue of the Libra:), of William Boyce, 1779; and a collection of programmesof concerts given by the Academy of Ancient Music (1726-1792).In 1905 a substantial proportion of the private collection of William Taphouse of Oxfordwas purchased, 146 lots out of a total of 876. This sale brought many rare and importantworks to Leeds especially in the field of music literature. The following are two quite rarecuriosities: The Reasons for and against the singing of Psalms in private and publick Worship con-sidered with candour, 1 73 7, written by D. Rees, an eighteenth-century Baptist preacher; and, Thegreat Abuse of Musick, 1711, by Arthur Bedford.About 600 eighteenth-century items of printed music were examined for inclusion in theBritish Union-Catalogue of Early Music and subsequently Dr Edith Schnapper reported that136 of these items were not in the British Museum Catalogue and about ioo new to theUnion-Catalogue as a whole. There is a small but interesting collection of miscellaneaconnected with Frank Kidson, the Leeds musicologist and folksong collector which includesmanuscript copies representing different stages in his work British Music Publishers.The Library has few manuscripts of value. Perhaps the most interesting is a Chambercantata for solo voice, (I706), by Giuseppe Montuoli of Lucca (1667-1739). The work has theoriginal Italian binding, there are seventy-seven pages, and it is in excellent condition. It isdedicated to Montuoli's patron, Edward Ingram, Viscount Irwin of Templenewsam, who wasalso Lord Lieutenant of the East Riding of Yorkshire. He was born in 1686 and died from small-pox when only twenty-eight years old. Frank Kidson thought it probable that Lord Irwin mayhave taken singing lessons from Montuoli during his travels in Italy. His work is not verywell known, but there is a little of it in manuscript in the British Museum and on the Continent.Manuscript copies from the Taphouse Collection include Ayres composed for the Theatre,for two violins, tenor and bass, by Lully, Finger and Grabu. J. Archer's collection (1830),of anthems, services, voluntaries, psalm and hymn tunes contains works by Aldrich,Bennett, Blake, Callcott, Handel and Purcell; and another collection (originally in the libraryof John Stafford Smith, composer of the Star-spangled Banner) consists of works by Purcell,Green, Haydn, Weldon and others.A Gramophone Record Library was opened in 1957 with a collection of 2,500 LP records.There is now a stock of 12,500. All records are 'mono', there being not sufficient space toadd 'stereo'.Leeds is a city with a particularly flourishing musical community, and the Music Libraryis very much involved in every aspect of its music making, be it in the educational field, orwith its amateur and professional music making, its International Piano Competition, itstalented young musicians organisation, or with the various music festivals in and aroundLeeds. All are making increasing demands on the staff and the library's resources—which isas it should be! The library has a staff of seven.
Read to the weekend conference of the U.K. Branch at Manchester on 3 April 1966.
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Index of articles publishedin selected musical Periodicals
July - December 1966
Compiled by CHRISTEL WALLBAUM
The ComposerC oConsortEnglish Folk Dance and SongSociety JournalE D SGuitar News G NLute Society JournalL S JMusic (Journal of the SchoolsMusic Association)Musical Opinion M OMusical Quarterly M Q

Musical Times M TMusic and LettersM LMusic and Musicians MMuMusic in EducationM EMusic ReviewM RMusic TeacherM TOperaO pThe Organ0Record CollectorR CRecorded Sound R S

Recorder andMusic MagazineR M MRicordianaRoyal Academy of MusicMagazine R A MRoyal College of MusicMagazine R C MThe StradTempo

ALFAN 0, FrancoWATERHOUSE, JOHN C. G. Franco Alfano. R vol. rno. 4. Oct., pp. 1-3.
AL-KINDICOWL, CARL. Al-Kindi's Essay on the Compositionof Melodies. C no. 23. Dec., pp. 119-166.
AMeRICABROWNING, JAMES. 25 years of The American MusiCenter. Co no. 21. Autumn, pp. 3, 4.
AUCTIONSLEWIN, ROBERT. The next bid is yours. S vol. 77no. 917. Sept., pp. 169, 171, 173, 175.
BACH, Johann SebastianDALTON, JAMES. Not only for beginners.Bach's ̀Orgelbi.ichlein'.] MT vol. 107 no.Nov., PP. 994, 995.

BARRAQUE, JeanHOPKINS, G. NV. Jean Barraque. MT vol. 107 no.1485. Nov., PP. 952-954.
BARYTONLIEBNER, JANOS. The Baryton. C no. 23. Dec.,pp. 109-128.
BA X, Sir ArnoldFOREMAN, R. L. E. The unperformed works of SirArnold Bax. MO vol. 89 no. 1066. July, pp. 598,599.
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig vanRINGER, ALEXANDER L. The art of the third guess:Beethoven to Becker to Bartok. MQ vol. 52 no. 3.July, pp. 304-312.
sTRAuss, RICHARD. Notes on the interpretation of[On Beethoven's symphonies. [Translated by Leo1485. Wurmser.] RS no. 24. Oct., pp. 110-117.

EMERY, WALTER. Some speculations on the develop-ment of Bach's organ style. MT vol. 107 no. 1481.July, pp. 596-603.
SPINK, GERALD W. From Bach-Liszt to Bach-Busoni. MO vol. 89 no. 1066. July, p. 601.
BALFE, LinaJEPHSON, LINA. Mme Balfe entertains. Op vol. 17no. 8. Aug., pp. 616-621.
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BENNETT, Sir William SterndaleARMSTRONG, SIR THOMAS. Sterndale Bennett after ahundred years. RAM no. 191. Dec., pp. 2-5.
BENTE, MatteoANON. Matte° Bente. S vol. 77 no. 916. Aug.,pp. 126, 127.
BERG, AlbanWEISS, NORBERT. Film and 'Lulu'. Op vol. 17 no. 9.Sept., pp. 707-709.

BERGONZI, CarloANON. Carlo Bergonzi (1683-1747).919. Nov., pp. 242, 243, 271. S vol. 77 no.

BERIO, LucianoBRUGGEN, FRANS. Berio's ̀Gesti'. RMM vol. 2no. 3. Nov., p. 66.
BERLIOZ, HectorDICKINSON, A. E. F. Berlioz's 'Bleeding Nun'. MTvol. 107 no. 1481. July, PP. 584-588.
MACDONALD, HUGH. The original ̀BenvenutoCellini'. MT vol. 107 no. 1486. Dec., pp. 1042-1045.
SEARLE, HUMPHREY. Berlioz and ̀Benvenuto'. Opvol. 17 no. 12. Dec., pp. 932-938.
BETTINI, GianniDENNIS, J. Late Bettini catalogue reproductions.RC vol. 17 nos. r and 2. Sept., pp. 2-45.
BING, RudolfWEINSTOCK, HERBERT. Rudolf Bing. Op vol. 17no. Io. Oct., pp. 778-782.
BLISS, Sir ArthurCRISP, CLEMENT. The ballets of Arthur Bliss. MTvol. 107 no. 1482. Aug., pp. 674, 675.
GIPPS, RUTH. Sir Arthur Bliss. Co no. 20. Aug.,PP. 14-17.
MAHONY, PATRICK. Sir Arthur Bliss: 75th birthday.[An informal account of Sir Arthur Bliss in Cali-fornia.] Co no. zo. Aug., p. ii.
PRIESTLEY, J. B. Sir Arthur Bliss [and his opera'The Olympians']. Co no. 20. Aug., pp. 12, 13.
THOMPSON, KENNETH L. For Arthur Bliss's 75thbirthday. Catalogue of works. MT vol. 107 no.1482. Aug., pp. 666-673.
BOWBRICK, M. j. The bow. S vol. 77 110. 915. July,pp. 105, 107, 109. vol. 77 no. 916. Aug., pp. 143,145. vol. 77 no. 918. Oct., pp. 209, 211. vol. 77no. 919. Nov., pp. 263, 265. vol. 77 no. 920.Dec., pp. 299, 301.
BRIAN, HavergalCOOKE, DERYCK. Havergal Brian and his GothicSymphony. MT vol. 107 no. 1484. Oct PP.859-861, 863.

FAIRFAX, BRYAN. Symphony of the impossible[On the 'Gothic' symphony.] MMu vol. 15 no. 3Nov., pp. 18, 19.
ORGA, Aims. Havergal Brian's 'Gothic' symphony.Co no. z 1. Autumn, pp. 18-22.
BRITTEN, BenjaminGOODWIN, NOEL. The triumph of Gloriana. MMuvol. 15 no. 4. Dec., pp. 16, 17.
KLEIN, JOHN W. Britten's major setback. [On hisopera ̀Gloriana'.] MO vol. 90 no. 1069. Oct., pp.13, 15.
KLEIN, JOHN W. Elizabeth and Essex. ['Gloriana'.]MMu vol. 15 no. 3. Nov., pp. 16, 17, 49.
MITCHELL, DONALD. Public and private life inBritten's ̀Gloriana'. Op vol. 17 no. 1o. Oct., pp.767-774.
PORTER, ANDREW. Gloriana. MT vol. 107 no. 1484.Oct., pp. 854-858.
BRUHN S, NicolausSHARP, G. B. Nicolaus Bruhns. MT vol. 107 no.1482. Aug., pp. 677, 679, 680.
BUSCH, AdolfSZIGETI, JOSEPH. Adolf Busch. S vol. 77 110.Nov., pp. 247-249. 919.
BUSSOTTI, SylvanoBARZETTI, MARCELLA. Sylvano Bussotti. R vol. i rno. 4. Oct., pp. 4-7.
BUTTERWORTH, GeorgeBAYLISS, STANLEY. George Butterworth: 1885-1916.MO vol. 89 no. 1067. Aug., pp. 665, 667.
RIPPIN, JOHN. George Butterworth 1885-1916. MTvol. 107 no. 1482. Aug., pp. 680-682. vol. 107no. 1483. Sept., pp. 769, 771, 772.
CABEZON, Antonio deSHARP, G. B. Antonio de Cabezon, 1510-1566. MTvol. 107 f10. 1485. Nov., pp. 955, 956. vol. 107no. 1486. Dec., pp. 1053-1055.
CARMENLIVERMORE, ANN. The birth of Carmen. MR vol.27 no. 3. Aug., pp. 194-201.
CHAMBER MUSICCELENTANO, JOHN. Chamber music: pathway tomusicianship. S vol. 77 110. 915. July, pp. 99, IoI,103. vol. 77 110. 916. Aug., pp. 131-133.
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CHOPIN, Frederic
BED:m.4 GAsTorgE. Three unpublished letters by
George Sand and their contribution to Chopin
scholarship. MQ vol. 52 nO. 3. July, pp. 283-303.

CHORAL MUSIC
FIESFORD, BRYAN. The beginning choirmaster. MO
vol. 90 no. 1071. Dec., pp. 153, 155.

CHURCH MUSIC
WILLIAMS, JOHN. St Peter Ad Vincula. [H.M. Tower
of London]. MO vol. 90 no. 1070. Nov., pp. 91, 93.

CILEA, Francesco
KLEIN, JOHN W. Cilea-a centenary tribute. O p
vol. 17 no. 7. July, pp. 526-533.

CLARKE, Rebecca
ANON. Rebecca Clarke, violist and composer. S  vol.
77 110. 920. Dec., pp. 297, 299.

CLERAMBAULT, Louis Nicholas
TUNLEY, DAVID. The cantatas of Louis Nicholas
Clerambault. MQ vol. 52 no. 3. July, pp. 313-331.
CONCERTS
somroN, JOHN. A  programme survey: concert
performances of orchestral music in Britain. MR
vol. 27 no. 4. Nov., pp. 243-269.

CONCERT HALLS
RICHARDS, DENBY. Rotterdam's festival hall. [The
Doelenzaal]. MMu vol. 14 no. 12. Aug., pp. 30, 31.

COOKE, Melville
CROSBY, KEITH. An appreciation of Melville Cook,
Mus.Doc., F.R.C.O. MO vol. 89 no. 1067. Aug.,
p. 683.

CORELLI, Arcangelo
JOHNSTONE, H. DIACK. Tempi in Corelli's Christmas
Concerto. MT vol. 107 no. 1485. Nov., pp. 956,
958, 959.
CORNELIUS, Peter
PORTER, E. G. The songs of Peter Cornelius. MR
vol. 27 no. 3. Aug., pp. 202-206.

CRITICISM
ANON. How to become a musical critic. MO vol.
89 no. 1068. Sept., pp. 713, 714.
FRANK, JONATHAN. The critics' union. MO vol. 89
no. io66. July, pp. 595, 597, 598.
WALKER, ALAN. Demarcation disputes. MMu vol.
14 no. II. July, pp. zo, 6o.
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CROSSE, Gordon
CROSSE, GORDON. A setting of W. B. Yeats. ['Purga-
tory]. Op vol. 17 no. 7. July, pp. 534-537.
CROSSE, GORDON. 'Purgatory'. M T  vol. 207 no.
1481. July, PP. 588-590.
HENDERSON, ROBERT. Yeats set by Crosse. MMu
vol. 14 no. II. July, pp. 18, 6o.

DALLAPICCOLA, Luigi
KAY, NORMAN. The humanity of Dallapiccola. MMu
vol. 14 110. 12. Aug., pp. 22-25.
NATHAN, HANS. Luigi Dallapiccola: fragments from
conversations. MR vol. 27 no. 4. Nov., pp.
294-312.

DAVIS, Colin
REID, CHARLES. The talking conductor. MMu vol.
15 no. 4. Dec., p. 22.

DELIUS, Frederick
FENBY, ERIC. Revisiting Solano Grove. Delius in
Florida. Co no. 21. Autumn, pp. 5-7.
JEFFERSON, ALAN. Delius's War Requiem. MMu
vol. 15 no. 4. Dec., pp. 23, 57.

D 0 NI, Antonfrancesco
HAAR, JAMES. Notes on the ̀ Dialogo della Musica'
of Antonfrancesco Doni. ML vol. 47 no. 3. July,pp. 298-224.
DVORAK, Antonin
CLAPHAM, JOHN. Dvoiak and the American Indians.
MT vol. 107 no. 1484. Oct., pp. 863-867.

EDUCATION
REES-DAVIES, BARBARA. Preparation for a college of
education. M  vol. I  no. I .  Oct., pp. 32, 33.
[WESTRUP, SIR JACK.] Editorial. [On music education
in the universities]. ML vol. 47 no. 4. Oct., pp.
289-195.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC
MACONIE, ROBIN. Men, music and machines. RMM
vol. 2 no. 3. Nov., pp. 67, 68.

ERASMUS, Desiderius
MILLER, CLEMENT A. Erasmus On music. MQ vol.
5 2 no. 3. July, pp. 332-349.

FASANO, Renato
FRIESE-GREENE, A. Renato Fasano. R  vol. II no.
July, pp. 9-ii. 3.

FELDMAN, Morton
DICKINSON, PETER. Feldman explains himself. MMu
vol. 24 no. II. July, pp. 22, 23.

FESTIVALS
URY, PETER. An interview with Peter Diamond, the
new Director of the Edinburgh Festival. MO vol. 89
no. 2067. Aug., p. 659.

FIELD, John
TYSON, ALAN. John Field's earliest compositions.
ML vol. 47 no. 3. July, pp. 239-248.
FORM
JEFFERSON, ALAN. Theme and variation. MMu vol.
14 no. 22. Aug., P. 29.

FRANCE
KARP, THEODORE. Toward a critical edition of Notre
Dame Organa Dupla. MQ vol. 5z no. 3. July, pp.
350-367.
OLDHAM, GUY. Musique au soleil. [ In connection
with a concert of 'Church music at the court of
Louis XIV'.] MMu vol. 15 no. 4. Dec., p. 27.

FUX, Johann Joseph
GARDNER, JOHN. The slopes of Parnassus. [On
Fux's theoretical work.] Co no. 2.I. Autumn, pp.
II, 12.

GAGLIANO, Januarius
ANON. Januarius Gagliano. S  vol. 77 no. 915.
July, pp. 86, 87.

GEDDA, Nicolai
STORJOHANN, GISELA. Nicolai Gedda. Op vol. 17
no. 12. Dec., pp. 939-944.

GREAT BRITAIN
BENT, MARGARET. Initial letters in the Old Hall
Manuscript. ML vol. 47 no. 3. July, pp. 225-238.
BRADBURY, ERNEST. Music in the regions: Yorkshire,
a search for leadership. MMu vol. 24 no. xi. July,
pp. 30, 31.
BURLEY, ANTHONY. Council chamber music. [ A new
scheme for subsidised music in Coventry.] MMu
vol. 14 no. II. July, p. 33.
BUSH, ALAN. Prophet in his own country. [On the
occasion of the I5oth anniversary of the birth of
Sterndale Bennett.] Co no. 21. Autumn, pp. 8-n.
LARNER, GERALD. Music in the regions: Manchester:
three ages of a city. MMu vol. 15 no. 3. Nov., pp.
22, 23, 49.

LARNER, GERALD. Music in the regions: Liverpool:
the sound of a city. MMu vol. 15 no. 4. Dec., pp.
34, 35.
OKE, HusERT G. Student life in the 1890s. RAM
no. 191. Dec., pp. 12-14.
WILSON, CONRAD. Music in the regions: Glasgow:
music without a roof. MMu vol. 15 no. 2. Oct.,
PP. 24, 25.
ZIMMERMAN, FRANKLIN B. Musical borrowings in
the English baroque. MQ vol. 52 no. 4. Oct., pp.
483-495.
GRESHAM COLLEGE
RUFF, LILLIAN M. The music lectures at Gresham
College in the 17th century. C  no. 23. Dec., pp.
89-99.

GUADAGNINI, Giovanni Baptista
ANON. A  rare viola by J. B. Guadagnini. S  vol. 77
no. 919. Nov., pp. 202, 203, 223.

GUITAR
ABLONIZ, MIGUEL. Rational guitar technique. GN
no. 90. Sept./Oct., pp. 16-19. no. 91. Nov./Dec.,
pp. 12, 13.
SADLEIR, DICK. What you should know about your
guitar. M  vol. I no. 1. Oct., pp. 36, 37.

HANDEL, George Frideric
REDLICH, HANS F. 'Messiah': the struggle for a
definite text. MR vol. z7 no. 4. Nov., pp. 287-293.
[WESTRUP, SIR JACK.] Editorial. [On Handers
Messiah]. ML vol. 47 no. 3. July, pp. 191-197.

HANDL, Jacob
SK.EI, ALLEN B. Jacob Handl's ̀ Moralia'. MQ vol.
52 no. 4. Oct, PP. 431-447.

HAYDN, Joseph
KELLER, HANS. The string quartet and its relatives.
Haydn: op. zo no. 3, 4. MR vol. 27 no. 3. Aug.,
pp. 228-235.

HAY NE, Leighton George
SUMNER, W. L. A  Victorian organ enthusiast: the
Reverend Dr Leighton George Hayne. MO vol. 90
no. 2069. Oct., pp. 31, 33.

HEINICHEN, Johann David
BUELOW, GEORGE J. The Loci Topici and affect in
late baroque music: Heinichen's practical demonstra-
tion. MR vol. 27 no. 3. Aug., pp. 162-176.
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HENZE, Hans WernerIIENZE, HANS 'WERNER. Henze's new opera 'TheBassarids'. A conversation with Alan Blyth. Opvol. 17 no. 8. Aug., pp. 608-610.
HESS, Dame Myra
CLOUGH, F. F. AND G. J. CUNIING. Myra Hess disco-graphy. RS no. 24. Oct , 14). 104-106.
FERGUSON, HOWARD. Myra Hess. RS no. 24.Oct., pp. Ioz, 103.
HEWITT-JONES, TonyHARmswoRTH, GILLIAN. A note on Tony Hewitt-Jones. MT vol. 107 no. 1486. Dec., pp. 1051, Io52.
HUNGARYMACLEAN, URSULA. Hungary's prizewinners. [EmilPetrovics, Sandor Szokolay, Andras Mihaly]. Opvol. 17 no. 8. Aug., pp. 621-626.
HYMNS
MORE, MOTHER THOMAS. 0  come, 0 come, Emmanuel.MT vol. 107 no. 1483. Sept., p. 772.
INDIARENSHAW, ROSETTE. The three R's of Indian music:raga, rhythm and rondo. M vol. I no. r. Oct., pp.12-14.
IRELANDBROWNE, JOHN PADDY. Songs for a rebellion. Anhistorical survey [of the Easter Rising]. EDS vol.28 no. 4. July, pp. 94-96. vol. 28 no. 5. Oct.,'A study in allegory', pp. 126, 127.
ITALYROCIIE, JERMOE. Music at S. Maria Maggiore,Bergamo. ML vol. 47 no. 4. Oct., pp. 296-312.
JEW'S HARPBRUNE, JOHN A. The Jew's Harp. EDS vol. 28no. 5. Oct., pp. 142, 143.
JORDAN, AbrahamJEANS, LADY SUSI. An organ by Abraham Jordan,junior, at the Old Chapel at Greenwich Hospital.0 vol. 46 no. 182. Oct., pp. 68-71.
JUNE, AvaBLYTH, ALAN. Star from the chorus. MMu vol. I fno. 2. Oct., p. 18.
KEYBOARD MUSICDICKINSON, A. E. F. The Liibbenau keyboard books,a further note on faceless features. MR vol. 27 no. 4.Nov., pp. 270-286.
14

LABLACHE, LuigiWEINSTOCK, HERBERT. Luigi Lablache. Op vol. 17no. 9. Sept., pp. 689-695.
LEWIS, RichardREID, CHARLES. All things to all composers. MMuvol. 14 no. 12. Aug., p. 16.
LYRA VIOL
TRAFICANTE, FRANK. Music for the lyra viol: theprinted sources. LSJ vol. 8, pp. 7-24.
MATHEW, RichardSIMPSON, ADRIENNE. Richard Mathew and the ̀Lute'sApology' [published 1652]. LSJ vol. 8, pp. 41-47.
MATTHAY, Tobias
HESS, DAME MYRA. Tobias Matthay. RS no.Oct., pp. 98-101.
MELODYSEYMOUR, MARK. A case for melody. MO vol. 90no. 1070. Nov., pp. 77, 79.
MENUHIN, YehudiHASTINGS, M. D. The Yehudi Menuhin School. Mvol. 1 no. i. Oct., pp. 19, zo.
LEWIN, ROBERT. Listening to Menuhin. S vol. 77no. 919. Nov., pp. 244-246.
MENUHIN, YALTA. My brother Yehudi. M vol.no. 1. Oct., pp. 17, 18.
MERRICK, FrankMOORES, JOHN. Frank Merrick. RCM vol. 47 no. 3.Christmas, pp. 88, 89.
MESSIAEN, Olivier
DICKINSON, PETER. MeSSiaal, composer of crisis.
MMu vol. 1 f no. 2. Oct., pp. 26-30, 59

MILTON, John
WILLIAMS, HELEN AND PETER. Milton and music orThe Pandaemonic Organ. MT vol. 107 no. 1483.Sept., pp. 760-763.
MORLEY, ThomasGREER, DAVID. The lute songs of Thomas Morley.LSJ vol. 8, pp. 25-37.
ROWLAND-JONES, A. Scottish muses and the 'ConsortLessons'. RMM vol. 2 no. 2. July, pp. 34-36.
MOZART, Wolfgang AmadeusHALL, PETER. Approaching the 'Flute'. A talk withHarold Rosenthal. Op vol. 17 no. 7. July, pp.523-525.

ROSENBERG, ALFONS. The first Pamina. Op vol. 17no. 7. July, pp. 525-527.
MUSICBARFORD, PHILIP. Feeling, emotion and imagery asdimensions of harmonic space. MR vol. 27 no. 4.Nov., pp. 313-323.
KLEIN, LOTHAR. History in perspective: anotherview. Co no. 21. Autumn, pp. 13-16, 22.
PIKE, ALFRED. MUSIC and logic. MO vol. 90 no.1071. Dec., p. 139.
PIRIE, PETER J. The still-vex'd Bermoothes. MOvol. 90 no. 2070. Nov., pp. 75, 77.
SZABOLCSI, BENCE. How music is transformed. The24. i n f l u e n c e  of time and space. Co no. zo. Aug., pp.4-7.
WALTON, SIR WILLIAM and KELLER, HANS. Con-temporary music. Its problems and its future. [ABBC recorded interview.] Co no. 20. Aug., pp. 2-4.
MUSICOLOGYBENT, IAN D. Degrees in music. MO vol. 90 no.1071. Dec., pp. 137, 138.
GIPPS, RUTH. Degrees in music. MO vol. 90 no.1070. Nov., pp. 71, 73.
NON 0, LuigiBARZETTI, MARCELLA. A meeting with Luigi Nono.RS no. 24. Oct., pp. 118-121.
NOTATIONPONE, GUNDARIS. Action-reaction. Paralipomenato a genesis of graphics and form in music. MR vol.27 no. 3. Aug., pp. 218-227.
OPERAEDWARDS, SYDNEY. Met without magic. [On theMetropolitan Opera, New York.] MMu vol. 15no. 2. Oct., p. 23.
GEORGE, GRAHAM. The structure of dramatic music1607-1909. MQ vol. 52 no. 4. Oct., pp. 465-482.
GLASS, DUDLEY. Opera at Drottningholm. MO vol.89 no. 1068. Sept., pp. 725, 727.
HAREWOOD, THE EARL OF. The New Metropolitan.Op vol. 17 no. ii. Nov., pp. 841-850.
INGPEN, JOAN. In search of Siegfried. [On thequest for a new Siegfried for the 'Ring' at CoventGarden.] MMu vol. i5 no. 2. Oct., p. 19.

LUTHER, EINHARD. The Bayreuth of the north. [Anopera at Zoppot on the Baltic coast in the 1920s and193os.] Op Annual Festival Issue Autumn, pp. 7-23.
SLATER, CHRISTOPHER. Opera in education. MEvol. 30 no. 322. Nov./Dec., p. 296.
ORCHESTRAScAsst, C. W. Orchestras in_out_ Africa. S vol. 77no. 919. Nov., pp. 255, 257, 263.
Purrs, JOSEPH E. The Cincinnati Symphony Orches-tra. S vol. 77 no. 915. July, pp. 88-91.
porn, JOSEPH E. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.S vol. 77 no. 917. Sept., pp. 164-167, 169.
ORGANAGER, LAURENCE. A substitute for an organist. MOvol. 90 no. 1071. Dec., p. 155.
CRAWFURD, E. R. P. Pipes-and pops! MO vol. 89no. 1067. Aug., pp. 677, 679, 681.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. The very small organ. MO vol.90 no. 1070. Nov., pp. 95, 97, 99, Ica.
HOARE, GEORGE. Compulsory voluntaries. MO vol.89 no. 1066. July, p. 6zo.
NORMAN, H. JOHN. Trends in modern key actiondesign. 0 vol. 46 no. 182. Oct., pp. 62-67.
-Particular OrgansCLARKE, KEITH C. A new concept in small organdesign. [St John's, Fareham, Hampshire.] 0 vol.
46 no. 182. Oct., pp. 82-89.
cLurroN, CECIL. Two important Walker rebuilds.[St Mary's Parish Church, Portsca and WimborneMinster.] 0 vol. 46 no. AI. July, pp. 1-1
COIGNET, JEAN-LOUIS. Two new organs in Alsace.[Concert hall in Strasbourg Conservatory and theBasilica at Marienthal.] 0 vol. 46 no. AI. July,pp. 26-30.
GILFILLAN, F. ALLEN. The organs of WinthingtonParish Church, Manchester. MO vol. 89 no. io66.July, pp. 613, 615, 617, 619, 620.
HUDSON, NEIL. Notes on Lady Jeans' visit to Holland,September 1965. 0 vol. 4600. i8i. July, pp. 20-25.
LAWRENCE, SHEILA. Organs in I Iolland. RAM no.191. Dec., pp. 18-22.
MATTHEWS, N. E. Some organ builders in Victoria[Australia] before 1900. 0 vol. 46 no. 182. Oct.,pp. 90, 91.
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MYERS, CHARLES. The organs of Clitheroe ParishChurch. 0 vol. 46 no. 182. Oct., pp. 72-81.
NORRIS, J. E. Organs in the U.S.S.R. MO vol. 90no. 1071. Dec., P. 159.
sTERRErr, NORMAN. Exeter Cathedral organ. 0 vol.46 no. 182. Oct., pp. 49-61.
WILLIAMS, PETER F. The organs in St Wenzel,Naumburg, with some thoughts on G. Silbermannand J. S. Bach. 0 vol. 46 no. 181. July, pp. 31-41.
PAISIELLO, GiovanniCUDWORTH, CHARLES. Giovanni Paisiello: 1740.-18'6. R vol. II no. 3. July, pp. 1-3.
PERCUSSIONADAIR, YVONNE. Tuned percussion in the infantschool. ME vol. 30 no. 320. July/Aug., pp. 185,i86.
PERFORMANCEANON. Perfection is death. [On the use of recordsto replace live performance.] MO vol. 90 no. 1069.Oct., pp. 5, 6.
NEUMANN, FREDERICK. External evidence and unevennotes. MQ vol. 52 no. 4. Oct., pp. 448-464.
TEMPERLEY, NICHOLAS. Tempo and repeats in theearly nineteenth century. ML vol. 47 no. 4. Oct.,PP. 323-336.
PIANOFORTEANON. Pianos, piano teachers, piano teaching. MTevol. 45 no. 9. Sept., pp. 339, 351. vol. 45 no. Io.Oct., PP. 387, 409. vol. 45 no. xx. Nov., PP. 435,449. vol. 45 no. 12. Dec., PP. 481, 497.
BERGMANN, WALTER. IS the piano obsolete?paring the role of harpsichord and pianoaccompanying instrument for the recorder.vol. 2 no. 3. Nov., p. 81.
POPULAR MUSIC

Com-as anRMM

ADDISON, RICHARD. 'Eleanor Rigby' and all that.ME vol. 30 no. 322. Nov./Dec., pp. 293, 294.
DAVIES, HUGH. Probing The Beatles. RMM vol. 2no. 3. Nov., pp. 69, 70.
PURCELL, Henry
BALDWIN, OLIVE AND WILSON, T. Purcell's counter-tenors. MO vol. 89 no. 1067. Aug., pp. 661, 663,665.
16

QUEEN'S MUSICK, TheCUDWORTH, CHARLES. Masters of the Musick. MTvol. 107 no. 1482. Aug., pp. 676, 677.
HURAY, PETER LE. The office of Master of the King'sMusick. ME vol. 30 no. 321. Sept./Oct., pp. 232,
233*
RECORDERHALSEY, EVE. Using the recorder [in school]. MEvol. 30 no. 320. July/Aug., pp. 187, 188.
HERSOM, HERBERT. No easy way out with the tenor.RMM vol. 2 no. 2. July, p. 45.
METCALFE, WILLIAM. Hold your audience. A guidefor the small ensemble. RMM vol. 2 no. 3. Nov.,PP. 71-73.
RISAGER, LEIF. Oslo on the move. [The recorderin Norway.] RMM vol. 2 no. 2. July, p. 39.
WYATT, THEO. Tuning your own recorder (2). RMMvol. 2 110. 2. July, pp. 37, 39.
RECORDS and RECORDINGS
DODGSON, STEPHEN. Recordings of British MUSIC,Dec. 65-June 66. Co no. zo. Aug., pp. 25, 27, 28.
RIDOUT, AlanDICKINSON, PETER. Alan Ridout. MMu vol. 15 no.4. Dec., pp. 28-30.
RIISAGER, KnudaageCOCKSHOTT, GERALD. Knudaage Riisager. ME vol.30 no. 321. Sept./Oct., pp. 237-239.
ROCHBERG, George
RINGER, ALEXANDER L. The music of GeorgeRochberg. MQ vol. 52 no. 4. Oct., pp. 409-430.
ROLLAND, RomainKLEIN, JOHANN W. Romain Rolland (1866-1944).A centennial appreciation. MR vol. 27 no. 3. Aug.,pp. 211-217. 9 4 4 ) .
RUBBRA, EdmundorrAwAv, HUGH. Edmund Rubbra and his recentworks. MT vol. 107 no. 1483. Sept., pp. 765-768.
RUSSIAGAVALL, JOHN. Music education in the SovietUnion. MTe vol. 45 no. xz. Dec., pp. 473, 484.
SEAMAN, GERALD.ML vol. 47 no. 3.
SEAMAN, GERALD.MR vol. 27 no. 3.

Amateur music-making in Russia.July, pp. 249-259.
The rise of Russian piano music.Aug., pp. 177-193.

SCHUBERT, FranzBROWN, MAURICE J. E. A further note on 'Thegenesis of the great C major symphony'. MT vol. 107no. 1486. Dec., 13. 1055.
SCHUMANN, RobertHOPKINS, BILL. Schumann in miniature. [On someaspects of his chamber music.] MMu vol. 15 no. I.Sept., pp. 28, 29, 64.
SAMS, ERIC. The Schumann ciphers: a coda. MTvol. 107 no. 1486. Dec., pp. io5o, 1051.
SCULTHORPE, PeterHENDERSON, ROBERT. Peter Sculthorpe. MT vol.107 no. 1481. July, pp. 594, 595.
SEEFRIED, IrmgardWERBA, ERIK. Irmgard Seefried. Op vol. 17 no. 8.Aug., pp. 611-614.
SERAPHIN, SantoANON. Santo Seraphin. S vol. 77 no. 920. Dec.,pp. 290, 291.
S EV ci K, OtakarCASEY, GRANVILLE. With Sevcik in Pisek. S vol. 77no. 919. Oct., pp. 205, 207.
SHERARD, JamesTiLmourn, MICHAEL. James Sherard: an Englishamateur composer. ML vol. 47 no. 4. Oct., pp.313-322.
SHOSTAKOVICH, DmitriSOUSTER, TIM. Shostakovich at the crossroads. Tno. 78. Autumn, pp. 2-9.
SINGINGATKINSON, NEVILLE. The repertoire for femalevoices. MO vol. 89 no. 1068. Sept., p. 723.
STAMPSANON. Operatic postage stamps. Op vol. 17 no. io.Oct., pp. 8o8, 809.
p̀i-nLATicus'. Stamps of musical interest. MO vol.89 no. 1066. July, p. 599. vol. 89 no. 1067. Aug.,p. 655. vol. 89 no. 1068. Sept., p. 719. vol. 90no. 1069. Oct., p. II. vol. 90 no. 1070. Nov.,p. 69. vol. 90 no. 1071. Dec., p. 131.
STANFORD, Sir Charles VilliersKIRBY, PERCIVAL R. Stanford-as I knew him fifty-five years ago. RCM vol. 47 r10. 3. Christmas,PP. 78-84.

STOCHASTIC MUSICXENAKIS, IANNIS. The origins of Stochastic musk.T no. 78. Autumn, pp. 9-1z.
STOKER, RichardSTOKER, RICHARD. My sonata op. 15 for violin andpiano. S vol. 77 no. 920. Dec., p. 309.
STRADIVARI, AntonioANON. A 1683 Stradivari, 'The Bucher'. S vol. 77no. 917. Sept., pp. 162, 163, 185.
LEWIN, ROBERT. The silent madonna. [On theM̀essie' Stradivarius.] S vol. 77 no. 916. Aug., pp.128-130.
STRAUSS, RichardWURMSER, LEO. Richard Strauss as conductor. RSno. 24. Oct., pp. 107-109.
STRAVINSKY, IgorGOODWIN, NOEL. Stravinsky at the crossroads.MMu vol. 14 no. II. July, p. 16.
STUMM, family ofMARIGOLD, W. G. A notable family of organ-builders-the Stumms of Sulzbach. 0 vol. 46 no. 181.July, pp. 12-19.
SZABOLCSI, BenceJOLLY, CYNTHIA. Bence Szabolcsi: a personal ap-preciation. Co no. 20. Aug., pp. 7-10.
SZYMANOWSKA, Maria
DAVIES, JOAN. Maria SZyMaIlOWSka. C  no. 23.Dec., pp. 167-174.
TATE, PhyllisCLINTON-BADDELEY, V. C. From John Gay to PhyllisTate. Op vol. 17 no. 7. July, pp. 537-539.
TATE, PHYLLIS. The What D'Ye Call It. [An opera].MT vol. 107 no. 1481. July, pp. 591-593.
TAVENER, JohnTAVENER, JOHN. Cain and Abel. [A dramatic cantata].MT vol. 107 no. 1484. Oct., p. 867.
TCHAIKOVSKY, Peter IlyitchJEFFERSON, ALAN. Tchaikovsky's card-sharp countess.['The Queen of Spades']. MMu vol. 15 no. 2.Oct., pp. 16, 17.
TEACHINGALDRIDGE, MAISIE. Easy piano music for movement.ME vol. 30 no. 320. July/Aug., pp. 191, 192.
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ATKINSON, DENNIS
moderns. MO vol.
ATKINSON, NEVILLE.
ME vol. 30 no. 322.
BARRETT-AYRES, R.
ception.] M E  vol.
300, 301.

T. Sing choir of angels and
90 no. 1071. Dec., p. 134.
Singing in a changing world.
Nov./Dec., pp. z88, 289.

Poor Susan. [On musical per-
30 no. 322. Nov./Dec., pp.

BROWNE, JENNIFER. A  new look at tonic sol-fa.
MTe vol. 45 no. II. Nov., PP- 432, 456.
CARMACK, MURRAY. Measuring the immeasurable.
MT vol. 107 no. 1485. Nov., PP• 948-951. vol. 107
no. 1486. Dec., pp. 1046-1049.
CLARK, PAUL. Transformation at Coventry. [Alfred
Herbert at Coventry School of Music.] RMM vol.
z no. z. July, PP. 40, 41.
DRIVER, ANN. Young children and music. ME
vol. 30 no. 320. July/Aug., pp. 189, 190.

DURRANT, FREDERICK T. Why teach them harmony?
RAM no. 191. Dec., pp. 14-16.

HUNTLEY, E. ALLEN. The singing-class: Good
singing. MTe vol. 45 no. 8. Aug., p. 3z4. vol. 45
no. 9. Sept.: Teaching the new song. p.  367.
vol. 45 no. so. Oct.: Going to have a concert. p. 398.

JONES, SIDNEY. String class teaching. S  vol. 77 no.
919. Nov., pp. 267, 269.

MENDOZA, ANNE. The wind of change. M  vol.
no. 1. Oct., pp. zr, 22.

MORE, MOTHER THOMAS AND WILSON, OLGA. A  visit
to Lilliput. ME vol. 30 no. 321. Sept./Oct., pp.
234-236. vol. 30 no. 322. Nov./Dec., pp. 290-292.

MURPHY, WILLIAM. Music with imagination. ME
vol. 30 no. 320. July/Aug., pp. 182-184.

O'DOHERTY, JOSEPI I. The pros and cons of repetitive
practice. S  vol. 77 no. 916. Aug., pp. 135, 137, 139.

ORRY, LESLIE. Music in the primary school. ME
vol. 30 no. 320. July/Aug., pp. r8o, r 8r. vol. 30
no. 321. Sept./Oct., pp. 240, 241.

REES-DAVIES, IEUAN. Music-making at the keyboard
for teachers and students. MTE vol. 45 no. 7.
July, pp. 272, 289. vol. 45 no. 8. Aug., pp. 308, 324.

ROWLEY, PHYLLIDA. Make i t  easy. ME vol. 30
no. 321. Sept./Oct., pp. 242, 243-
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SIM, A. c. The Wanstead trumpet quartet. ME vol.
30 no. 322. Nov./Dec., pp. 298, 299.
STE1NITZ, MARGERY. Amateur! ME vol. 30 no. 320.
July/Aug., pp. 193, 195.
WHELLAMS, FREDERICK. Attitudes to music in the
secondary school. MTe vol. 45 no. 8. Aug., pp.
303, 320. vol. 45 no. 9. Sept, p. 340.
WILKINSON, EDITH. Method in piano practising.
MTe vol. 45 no. i i .  Nov., PID• 429, 451• v01. 45
no. 12. Dec., PP. 476, 490.

THERAPY
ALVIN, JuLIETTE. The recorder in school: How
music helps handicapped children. RMM vol.
no. 2. July, Pla. 43, 45.
HALL, ETHEL. Music for the handicapped. ME vol.
30 no. 325. Sept./Oct., pp. 245-248.
HASTINGS, M. D. Music therapy in action. MTe
vol. 45 no. 7. July, pp. 271, 284.
THOMAS, Ambroise
KLEIN, JOHN w. A  hundred years of 'Mignon'. Op
vol. 17 no. ii. Nov., pp. 856-862.

THOMAS, Jess
FISCHER-WILLIAMS, BARBARA. Jess Thomas. Op
vol. 17 no. 7. July, pp. 540-545.

UFFENBACH, Johann Friedrich A. von
PREUSSNER, EBERHARD. 'An r8th-century amateur
lutenist'. Extracts from 'Die musikalischen Reisen
des Herrn von Uffcnbach'. Translated by John
Roberts. LS J vol. 8, pp. 38-4o.

VERDI, Giuseppe
HUDSON, RICHARD. The complete opera. P o n
Carlos']. R  vol. i i  no. 3. July, pp. 4, 5.
HUDSON, RICHARD. Ernani reconsidered. R  vol. I I
no. 4. Oct., pp. 8, 9.
MEITNER-GRAF, LOTTE. Villa Salle Agata. A  photo-
feature on Verdi's house. Op vol. 17 no. 9. Sept.,
pp. 699-706.

VIOLA D'AMORE
STUMPF, KARL. The viola d'amore. S  vol. 77 no.
919. Nov., pp. 249, 251, 253, 255.

VIOLIN
MARK, SIGMUND. Research and the contact point.
S vol. 77 no. 915. July, pp. 92-96.

PARKER, D. c. Those second violins. S  vol. 77 no.
919. Nov., pp. 265, 267.

VIOLONCELLO
JOSEPH, VIVIAN. A  short history of the cello and bow
(I). RAM no. 191. Dec., pp. 16, 17.
STANFIELD, M. B. The weaker links. S  vol. 77 no.
916. Aug., pp. 134, 135.
STANFIELD, M. B. The manipulation of the thumb.
S vol. 77 no. 91-7. Sept., pp. 175, 177.

WAGNER, Richard
DEW, JOHN. The Bayreuth style. Op vol. 17 no. 10.
Oct., pp. 783-788, 805.

WAGNER, Wieland
SKELTON, GEOFFREY. Wieland Wagner. MMu vol.
15 no. 4. Dcc., p. 21.

WEBERN, Anton von
HOPKINS, BILL. The brevity of Webern. MMu vol.
14 no. 12. Aug., pp. 20, 25.
RILEY, HOWARD. A  study in construct ivist pro-
cedures: Webern's 'Variations for Piano', op. 27,
first movement. MR vol. 27 no. 3. Aug., pp.
207-210.

WESLEY, Samuel
HOLMAN, PETER. The instrumental music and
orchestral music of Samuel Wesley. C  no. 23. Dcc.,
pp. 175-179.

REVIEWS

WHITE, Robert
SPECTOR, IRWIN. The music of Robert White. C
no. 23. Dec., pp. 100-108.

WILLIAMSON, Malcolm
BLYTH, ALAN. Violins in the Carribean. [On his
opera 'The Violins of St Jacques'.] MMu vol. 15
no. 4. Dec., pp. 24-26.
wALsx, STEPHEN. A  memory of violins. Op vol. 17
no. II. Nov., pp. 851-855.

WILLIS, Henry
HOPKINS, DOUGLAS. The new organ [by Henry
Willis in the Royal Academy of Music, London].RAM no. 191. Dec., pp. 22-24.
SUMNER, W. L. Henry Willis III. MT vol. 107 no.
1483. Sept., pp. 801, 8oz.

WILLS, Arthur
HESFORD, BRYAN. The organ music of Arthur Wills.
MO vol. 89 no. 1068. Sept., PP. 743, 745.
WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
mcGAviN, ERIC A. Care and maintenance of wood-
wind instruments. M  vol. I no. 1. Oct., pp. 34, 35.

YEATS, W. B
HENDERSON, ROBERT.
MMu vol. 14 110. II.
WARREN, RAYMOND.
Yeats. Co no. zo.

•
Yeats set by [Gordon] Crosse.
July, pp. 18, 6o.

Music in the plays of W. B.
Aug., pp. 18, 19, 21, 23, 24.

DE GREGOIRE LE GRAND A STOCKHAUSEN. Douze siecles de notation musicale. Catalogue de
l'exposition redige par Bernard Huys. pp. x68. (Bibliotheque Albert Ier, Brussels, 1966. 250 Belgian francs.)

This is a record of an exhibition held from ro September to 5 October, 1966, in the Bibliotheque Albert
Ier. I t  comprises one hundred books, forty-five in manuscript and fifty-five printed. There are forty-eight
reproductions in the text (some in two colours), and twelve plates. The catalogue is divided into six sections-
'. Gregorian neumes. 2. Mensural notation. 3. Tablature (divided by instruments and national types).
4. Basso continuo. 5 .  Modern notation. 6 .  'Spring-time' (the French term is renouveau). The entry
for each book is preceded by a full list of references to it, or to its composer, in dictionaries, histories and
articles in periodicals. Such a bald summary does scant justice to a beautifully printed catalogue which should
remain a work of reference most useful to musicologists and librarians. M.  Huys, of the music division of
the Royal Library in Brussels, deserves all possible credit for its compilation.
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In the introduction to each section, he gives an admirably lucid account of the relation between the notationand the style and period of music represented by it. The first twenty books are well chosen to illustrate differenttypes of neumes. With justifiable pride, M. Huys points to the fact that the earliest MS. shown, the Antiphonairedu Mont-Blondin, dating from the late eighth or early ninth century, contains the oldest known example ofnotation in the history of western musical culture. Interesting, too, is a Cantuale, printed in gothic note-formsby Phalese as late as 1561, drawn, as are many other books in this catalogue, from the Fetis collection.The section of measured notation (twenty books) includes a fourteenth century MS. roll. Among theother examples cited of this uncommon type M. Huys might have mentioned the roll of songs (1584) belongingto the Rowe Library, King's College, Cambridge. Figured bass is represented by only five books, amongthem G. P. Almeri's scarce Partitura motetti a voce rola (Venice, 1564)-M. Huys' remarks on the different types of tablature for lute and guitar are particularly helpful; he showshow the number of strings and the various tunings are related to the symbols on the page. He explains whyGerman lute tablature, although precise, was hard to read, and so was superseded by the simpler French form:s̀a transcription repthsente un travail penible et de longue haleine'—a characteristically neat turn of phrase.On any point of doubtful interpretation—for instance, whether or not the red notes in Fuenllana's Libro demusica para vihuela (1554) are to be played by the instrumentalist—M. Huys quotes authorities on both sidesof the question.In the penultimate section of the catalogue, it was perhaps unavoidable that the copious informationabout each item should say a good deal more about history or form than about notation. Three curiositiesin the last group deserve mention: A. Vialon's Ecole de musique en chiffres (Paris, 1846), Demotz de la Salle'sMithode de musique se/on tin nouveau systeme tres court, tres-facile et tres-stir (Paris, s728)—an ingenious shorthandto which M. Huys adduces some interesting parallels—and Le notation musicale continue, by Pierre Hans (Brussels,1930). Reaching Stockhausen and Pousseur, one pauses on a question: how may notation have developedby, say, 1986? Perhaps the Bibliotheque Albert Ier will then give us a supplementary exhibition, with anotherfine catalogue.

A. HYATT KING

MUSIC REFERENCE AND RESEARCH MATERIALS: an annotated bibliography. and edition. Com-piled by Vincent Duckles. pp. xiii. 385. (Free Press/Collier-Macmillan, 1967.
'Tall oaks from little acorns grow'. Music Reference and Research Materials began as a text for a graduateseminar given in the Music Department of the University of California at Berkeley in 1949, appeared first asa forty-eight page pamphlet, and, during the fifties, went through at least three editions in the United Statesin mimeographed form. The first full scale, hard-back edition appeared in 1964; and, though admirable incontent (and now, I expect, well-thumbed in many a music library), it still seemed rather tentative in format andtypography. This second edition, while keeping the main outline of the first, has a more substantial air.It has, too, additions and improvements which confirm it as a first class work of reference, unique in its coverage,and a guide that no music researcher or librarian would want to be without. Dr Duckles' book is becomingas basic in its field as Winchell or Besterman in theirs; and perhaps we can hope that, like these, it will continueto be revised and extended, to keep pace with the growing scholarship of music.
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Nothing could show the momentum of this more clearly than the increase in the number of entries sincethe book's first edition. There are more than two hundred additions in three short years; and, as Dr Ducklesremarks, it is not only the quantity but the quality of these which is exciting. Howard M. Brown's InstrumentalMusic printed before i600, Claude Simpson's The British Broadside Ballad and its Music, Ake Davidsson's Biblio-graphie zur Geschicbte des Musikdrucks, the catalogues of the B.B.C. Music Library, and those of major Italianlibraries in the series Bibliotheca Musicae—all these, in different areas, now make a first appearance. Dr Duckles,in his Introduction, writes of 'submerged voices of would-be entries which may have been overlooked'. Thoughthere are certainly few of those, one can already think of new candidates who will be speaking up for inclusionin a third edition—Wyn K. Ford's Library Association bibliography of Music in England before 1800, AnthonyBaines' European and American Musical Instruments, Karel Jalovec's German and Austrian Violin Makers, nowavailable in English.Of course, not all new entries in this second edition mean new books. Dr Duckles has not only broughthis listings up to date, but has taken the opportunity to include older works which slipped through his originalnet. Mattheson's Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte and Janovka's Clavis ad thesaurum musicae, for example,take their place among the 'Dictionaries and Encyclopedias', and there are fresh entries under 'Catalogues ofMusic Libraries and Collections' for the four volume catalogue of the Eisenach Richard-Vagner-Museum (1882-95)and for the library of the Hof- find Nationaltheater in Mannheim (1889), important both for theatre and music.(It is under these two main headings that the most substantial increases have come. 'Dictionaries and Encyclo-pedias' have forty-nine new entries, and 'Catalogues of Music Libraries and Collections' some sixty-seven.)There are a few minor changes in organisation in the second edition. Catalogues of private collectionshave been given a place of their own after the general list of music library catalogues, and 'Jazz and PopularMusic' graduate to a sub-section under 'Bibliographies of Music'. The basic outline, however, remains thesame—and a sensible and logical outline it is. (The main headings are: Dictionaries and Encyclopedias;Histories and Chronologies; Guides to Systematic and Historical Musicology; Bibliographies of MusicLiterature; Bibliographies of Music; Catalogues of Music Libraries and Collections; Catalogues of MusicalInstrument Collections; Histories and Bibliographies of Music Printing and Publishing; Discographies; Year-books; Miscellaneous Bibliographical Tools). True, any scheme of arrangement, in a work of this kindleads to some difficulties—with books which cannot be neatly placed under a single heading, or whose particularspecialism is not made clear by their grouping. The compiler must rely on cross-reference and index to bringtogether what has been put asunder; and this Dr Duckles has done. The second edition, like its predecessor,has ample cross-reference, and much care has gone into the preparation of an improved index—now in threeparts, 'Authors, Editors & Reviewers', 'Subjects' and 'Titles'. The second of these, in particular, helps tomake the book more flexible and useful from the subject point of view.The helpful notes which head the main sections are, in general, reproduced from the first edition, thoughit makes for clarity to have them now set off by a different type-size from the bibliographical entries. Theyindicate, first, the principles of selection; and though one might not always entirely agree with these (it is alittle odd to find the Richard Rodgers Fact Book, but not Kobb0, at least they are clearly stated. Secondly, andmost usefully, they refer to fuller listings elsewhere—for dictionaries, to Coover's Music Lexicography, forhistories, to Warren Allen's Philosophies of Music History, etc.There is, as before, plenty of informative annotation of individual entries, on the whole descriptive ratherthan critical (though there is an occasional word of praise or blame!) and Dr Duckles has continued and extendedhis listing of periodical reviews—valuable signposts for the researcher or librarian trying to assess a work hehas not seen. It is good to find, also, that notice has been taken of the other rapidly expanding field of musicalliterature—that of the reprint; and pleasant to reflect that, where we might once have sighed wistfully oversome of the choicer out-of-print items in such a bibliography, we can now (if our book fund is sufficient) havethem for ourselves.'It can best be described as a bibliography of music bibliographies, its emphasis being on those workswhich themselves serve as points of departure for further investigations'. This, from Dr Duckles' introduction,gives the essential of his book. Originally intended for a particular teaching purpose, it now has a wideraim in view; as a key—and the most comprehensive one of its kind—to the fundamental tools of musicalscholarship. Evidently, it could not be used simply as a list of desiderata. Though much of what it recordsis currently available, its chief value is as a catalogue raisonnd of what exists; and, as such, it is certainly a volumethat music researchers (and their librarians) will want to read, mark—and have within easy reach.
MICHAEL ANDERSON
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MANUAL OF MUSIC LIBRARIANSHIP. Edited by Carol J. Bradley. pp. 140. (The Music LibraryAssociation, 1966. $3.50 to members, $5 to all others.)
Designed to meet the requirements of the American music librarian, this paperback volume is the workof a group of specialists, writing to an outline proposed by the Information and Organization Committee ofthe Music Library Association and approved by the New York Chapter of that body. The result can thereforebe taken to represent a cross-section of the aims and methods of current American music library practice, bothin the public and academic sectors. A quick review of the contributors (fifteen in all, divided among thirteenchapters) shows that two-thirds are in fact drawn from the libraries of universities, music colleges and schools,but as four of these are specialists in records, tapes and their associated equipment, a reasonable balance betweenpublic and non-public institutions has been achieved.As with most symposia, the level of interest, information and intelligibility varies. Some contributorshave clearly taken their task very seriously, meticulously obeying the editor's instructions. Presumably alleditors of this kind of book issue directions to their contributors; not all tell us exactly what these instructionswere. In the preface to the Manual we learn that the authors were expected to compile bibliographies and toweave abstracts from them into their essays, or 'where the published literature is not extensive' to developtheir own material. Not all topics have attracted the same number of bibliographical references, but even sothere seems to be a fairly wide variation in the number cited. Outstanding is the bibliography at the end ofIsabelle Cazeaux's chapter Classification and cataloging—nine pages containing eighty references with helpfulannotations. At the other end of the scale, the opening chapter, Materials of a Music Libraty by James B.Coover, is innocent of any bibliography, textual references or footnotes; the text itself is simply a chatty six-pageessay which the author himself admits is a 'cursory review' asserting that 'Scores, books and records may besaid to constitute the 'meat and potatoes' of a music library's collections' and, 'In a few libraries, collectionsof sheet music have grown to magnificence and great importance.'Following this opening salvo the chapter headings take us logically through the various facets of themusic librarian's life :—plant, personnel and budget, acquisitions, classification and cataloguing, binding,recordings, bulk provision of music sets, copying techniques and microtexts, concluding with museum aspects,publicity and community problems. Roughly half the chapters are written in essay style and half in outlineform. Most fall somewhere between the two approaches described above, which represent the extremes.The task of writing to such a brief is certainly not easy, for if the author is content to 'weave abstracts' he isin danger of plodding dully through his subject matter. Not all the contributors wholly escape this pitfall,and as so often in library literature one wades through large tracts which enumerate meticulously and boringlyall the things which are perfectly obvious anyway. Do we really need to be told that 'Many companies specializein out of print materials. The larger ones issue catalogs at fairly regular intervals, and librarians may checktheir want lists against them', or 'The size of the available budget, the needs of the library, and the materialto be bound will determine to a great extent the kind of bindings which should be used'.Most of the book contains a good deal of sound advice, often condensed into small space. The editorialdirections have resulted in an objective view of the scope and purpose of a music library and its place in thecommunity; it will provide useful ammunition for those who have to face administrators and persuade com-mittees that this is both a necessary and an expensive service, and can only be properly administered by a trainedstaff. Nothing is said of the remuneration the latter may expect, but British librarians may note that therecommended qualifications include 'an undergraduate degree in music, the basic courses in a graduate libraryschool, and a course in (or one which emphasizes) music bibliography'.Towards the end of the book the generalised approach gives way to more personal offerings. Performanceparts and sheet music, for example, is in effect a description of the methods used in the Fleisher Music Collectionof Philadelphia. It enters with great and unnecessary detail into the system of abbreviations used to indicateorchestrations, but dismisses the manifold problems involved in the actual loan of orchestral sets in nine lines,while choral music sets are treated even more sketchily.To the British librarian, the most thought provoking chapter is probably Friends of Music, in which weare told how to establish and organize a group of well-wishers who will apparently contribute copiously andregularly to the library funds, purchase equipment, organize concerts and even achieve 'budget increases,additional staff and enlarged or new quarters'. How this may be done is described succinctly yet with detail.Donations are tax-deductible; a donor's party at which gifts are displayed and the donor identified 'promotesenthusiasm and pleases the members'.Throughout the manual one notes frequent and approving reference to E. T. Bryant's Music Librarianshipwhich has evidently replaced McColvin and Reeves as the standard English book on the subject.

LEONARD W. DUCK
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HANDEL AND HIS AUTOGRAPHS. By A. Hyatt King. pp. 32. pl. xx. (The Trustees of the BritishMuseum. 1967, 5S.)
All Handelians should be grateful to Mr A. Hyatt King, who is Deputy Keeper of Printed Books and incharge of the Music Room at the British Museum, for producing this scholarly and readable little book. Indoing this he follows the fine examples set by his predecessors William Barclay Squire and William C. Smith,who with considerable labour and determination sorted out, catalogued and published details of Handersmusic to which they had complete and unique access.Mr King takes the story a stage further and brings up to date the long journey of the priceless autographsand nearly all the primary copies to their present homes where they will be preserved with proper care and bemade available to all serious students of Handel's music. That they have survived at all is due to Handel'sserious interest in their welfare and, after his death, to the unselfish behaviour of John Christopher Smith,father and son. After the death of the Princess Dowager of Wales on 8 February 5772, rather earlier thanthe date given by Mr King, the autographs passed to George III. With the rest of the royal music, the autographswere deposited on loan in the British Museum by George V in 1911, and presented outright to the Trusteesby Queen Elizabeth II in 1957. Details of the treatment of the manuscripts, their re-binding and usageby eminent Handelians after 1772 are not easy to collate and for the first time Mr King provides a collection ofnames and dates which form a very useful framework on which to hang informed speculation.It was specially interesting to learn that the autographs were unbound in Handers lifetime, for I havealways believed that they were not used as conducting scores but only intended to be for the copyists' use.No doubt Handel's genius and memory would have got him through a concert, using his 'foul score' as Burneyused to call it, but what of the unfortunate first cello and bass players who sat by his side at the harpsichordand had to read their parts over his shoulder? My view is that a fair copy was an integral first stage in eachwork and that after vocal and instrumental parts had been made from this it was then used as a conductingscore. It was probably taken home after each performance by Handel or Smith to prevent piracy. Smithmust have kept a set of pilot scores from which his copyists could supply the libraries of Handers patrons,and it is thought that the set of thirty-seven folio scores in the Barrett Lennard collection—now in the Fitz-william Museum—were from I landel's private library. The contemporary bookcase which houses them takesup little room. I also suggest that the small back parlour at 25 Brook Street with the deal chest, bookcaseand Handel's wigs could easily have harboured the autographs and conducting scores.All who write about the life of the younger Smith must peruse the Anecdotes for other facts arc almostnon-existent. But the price is that of incredible confusion between the father and the son. Mr King has,however, convinced me that it was the elder Smith who withheld the autographs from the King of Prussia.This is the more remarkable because Smith's relations with Handel had been on breaking terms more thanten years before the Tunbridge Wells episode in i755. We owe to the industry of Betty Matthews the discoveryof a sad letter from the elder Smith to the fourth Earl of Shaftesbury dated 28 July 1743.. . . 'for it seems he(Handel) has taken an aversion to see me, for having been to (sic) much his friend. . . but my Son is to see himand take his instructions.' Later: 'He is ill-advised and thinks that all I do now is wrong, tho' I may say thatle is persuaded in His heart to the contrary for He had too many proofs of my fidelity within this 24 years,and I shall never be wanting to do Him still all the Services that lies in my power, for I think it better to sufferthan to offend.'This letter also confirms my dating of 1719 for Smith's arrival in London, derived from the Rate Booksin the Soho area. We now know exactly where the elder Smith lived so it is fairly certain that all Handel'smusic books and autographs were lodged at No. 6 Carlisle Street, Soho from 1759 till Smith died there, aged8o, in January 1763. The house changed hands at Easter so no doubt all the music was moved to the youngerSmith's London house, whose site is not yet known. Smith moved to Old Park I louse, Brock Street, Bath,in 1774 and except for a short residence in Bennett Street after his wife's death on so May 1786, (not 5785 asthe Anecdotes have it), he remained there till his own death on 3 October 1795. After that his music bookswent to his stepdaughter, Lady Rivers, and their subsequent adventures are too long to quote here.I found Mr King's little book of thirty-two pages stimulating reading and his twenty facsimiles wellchoscn. I only wish that there could have been more of both.

JAMES S. HALL
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MUSIC IN ENGLAND before 180o: a select bibliography. By Wyn K. Ford. pp. 128. (Library Association1967. 44s., 33s. to Members.)
I am not sure that I should be reviewing this book. As the author discloses in his preface, I read it intypescript, and that, I suppose, makes me to some extent an interested party. However, I thought it, and Istill think it, a good book and I am glad to have the opportunity of saying so publicly now that it is in print.In a brief, businesslike introduction Mr Ford sets out what he has tried to do and, more particularly,what he has put in and what he has left out. His bibliography, he explains, covers music and music makingin England [Great Britain ?], by both native and foreign musicians up to 1800, and his selection of items forinclusion has been limited to writings published in English, French and German (though there is, as he pointsout, one title in Italian) and to writings, moreover, published in the present century, with 1964 as a roughterminus ad quem. He has, however, allowed himself a few pardonable inconsistencies. The term 'published',for instance, he has interpreted somewhat liberally, listing as he does not only works not yet published thoughannounced for publication, but also dissertations, which may never find their way into print at all. In thisacademic field he has restricted his choice to the products of British research and it was unfortunate that PaulDoe's list of post-1945 research projects in musical subjects (R.M.A. Research Chronicle no. 3) came into hishands just too late for him to make full use of it. Another useful feature is the listing of certain music scores,such as the volumes of Musica Britannica, the introductions to which are in themselves important contributionsto research. The occasional annotations are brief but helpful.The bibliography is divided into two sections: Part I, Music and its Environment, and Part II, Persons.The first is arranged in classified order with the individual entries numbered in decimal fashion from is to9.28, and the second in simple alphabetical order of names. There is also an index of authors and one of sourcesbut not, unfortunately, any general index; the list of contents, full though it is, is not an adequate substitutefor this.Mr Ford calls his book 'a select bibliography' and some of his principles of selection I have mentionedabove. There are signs, however, that other criteria—up-to-dateness, cheapness, availability, for example—have been occasionally employed. It is difficult otherwise to see why (on p. 14) the enquirer should be referredfor illustrations of English keyboard instruments simply to the V. and A.'s little pamphlet Ear0 KeyboardInstruments, without any mention of the substantial works of Philip James and Rosamond Harding. Again,the absence (on p. 6) of A. Hyatt King's Four Hundred Years of Music Printing (1964) is probably to be explainedby its having appeared too late for inclusion, but what of William Gamble's The History of Music Engraving andPrinting (1912)? Was it considered too general, too technical or just too hard to come by? There is, as it sohappens, other evidence to show that Mr Ford, with a laudable desire to record the latest in original research,is more hospitable to articles than to books.As this is clearly a work for which a long life, in successive transformations, seems assured (especiallyif the L.A. can be induced to reconsider its price) I shall end by offering a few more suggestions as a smallcontribution to the next edition: p. 7, The note on Humphries and Smith's Music Publishing is misleading,implying as it does that the main alphabetical list is confined to London firms; p. 8o, Why the query for thedate of Beckford's death?—he died in 1844; pp. 87, 127, 'Huntington', not 'Huntingdon'; p. 113, ̀Rauzzini' ,not ̀Ranuzzini'. (If Mr Ford looks at his typescript and galleys I think he will discover how this odd mistakeoccurred); lastly, p. 115, 'Stephen', not 'Stephan' Storace.

C. B. OLDMAN

NOTES NEWS by Walter H. Stock
The Annual General Meeting was held on 12 April 1967, at Cecil Sharp House, headquarters of the EnglishFolk Dance and Song Society, when the Librarian, Mrs Ruth Noyes, gave a talk on the work and the cataloguesof the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library (including the Cecil Sharp Collection), followed by some interestingrecordings of folk music.
The Executive Committce.-When the United Kingdom Branch was founded in 1953, the Committee wascomposed of representatives of various organisations and libraries whose interests the Branch could help toserve. They were listed as follows on page 6 of the Constitution, as ratified on 52 April 1954:

T. The Broadcasting librariesz. The Copyright libraries3. Public (Municipal and County) libraries4. Scottish (regional) libraries5. Libraries of Teaching Institutions6. University libraries7. Musicology and Musical research8. Associate members9. Gramophone Record librariesSince that time, there have naturally been developments and changes, notably in the expansion of music inmunicipal and county libraries, and in schools of librarianship. It has therefore seemed appropriate to re-define and amend certain categories. The current representations on the Committee are:1. Broadcasting libraries2. Copyright libraries3. Public Municipal libraries4. Public County libraries5- Libraries of Music Colleges and Schools6. Schools of Librarianship7. University and College libraries8. Associate Members (Publishers, Dealers, etc.Together with representatives of:1. The Library Association2. The Library Association (Sound Recordings Group)3. ASLIB
Publications.-We have been advised of a new series of Thematic Indexes published in Wellesley, Massa-chusetts, U.S.A., by the Department of Music, Wellesley College. The Wellesley edition Cantata Index series,directed by Owen Jander, is providing a thematic catalogue of seventeenth-century Italian cantatas. Eachnumber is devoted to the cantatas of a single composer, listing every known source, including British libraries,with bibliographical information and musical incipits. Many cantatas, hitherto known as anonymous orwith mistaken attributions, have now been correctly assigned. There have been published: 1. Antonio Cesti,compiler David Burrows; 2. Mario Savioni—Irving Eisley; 3. Luigi Rossi—Eleanor Caluori (two parts);5. Giacomo Carissimi—Gloria Rose. In preparation are catalogues of Alessandro Stradella, Francesco Tenaglia,Carlo Caprioli, Alessandro Melani and Atto Melani.Reid Music Library.-On 1 October 1967, the Reid Music Library in the Reid School of Music, Park Place,Edinburgh, moved to nearby premises in Alison House, Nicolson Square, Edinburgh, 8.
It would be appreciated if any member who has moved recently, or intends to do so, would inform the Secretarywithout delay, in order to ensure correct delivery of BRIO and other communications.
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The contents of BRIO Vol. 5 No i (Spring 1968) will include:
'The Delius Trust Manuscripts', by Rachel Lowe.

THE BRITISHCATALOGUE OF MUSIC
A catalogue of the new music and books about musicpublished in Great Britain, arranged systematicallyaccording to the instruments and voices for which theworks are written with entries under composers, titles,arrangers, authors of words and many other useful
references.

Published by
THE COUNCIL OF THE BRITISH BIBLIOGRAPHY, LTD.

BRITISH MUSEUM, LONDON, W.C.
LANgham 5846

DO IT YOURSELF?
Maybe ... but you would scarcely undertake a complete recording of Wagner's Ring ona professional scale by do-it-yourself' methods. You expect to leave such specialisedservices to the specialists. Decca specialises in serving the cause of music in everysphere. Together with its associated companies like Argo, it covers every aspect of therecording art. It has the biggest classical recording programme of any company,without neglecting jazz, folk, pops and the spoken word; and its artistic and technicaltaste, integrity and expertise place its recordings, from every point of view, in a classahead of all others. There are the enormous investments of integral series: thegramophone record's first complete Ring, complete Dvof6k, Tchaikovsky, Sibelius andBeethoven symphonies, the complete piano music of Brahms, the complete marches anddances and the complete wind music of Mozart and, on Argo, the complete works ofShakespeare and the most comprehensive recorded anthology ever attempted of Englishverse. There are also the less spectacular but no less important recording achievements,frequently duplicated but seldom bettered by others.
Decca supplies the product; Record Specialities take over from there with their ownspecialist services, placing their vast experience of the industry and of record libraryneeds at the service of every record library, established or just contemplating a start.Record Specialities will, if you wish, do everything for you. They will advise how yourbudget should be spent to give you the most worth-while library with the best versions(not quite always from the Decca Group!) of the works selected. They will go on to offeryou a really complete cataloguing service; a whole range of protective covers, damagecharts, and so on; world-wide imports; specialist advice and research on records andrecorded music of all kinds; staff training; etc., etc., etc. Or, if you already know it all, theycan just sell you the records ... a service duplicated by many others but seldom betteredfor your purposes since records from Record Specialities will be guaranteed unplayed,supplied at the generous educational discount and backed by wide specialist experiencewhich, together with the specialist services, can always be available to you should youdecide you want them at any time.
Why bother with 'do-it-yourself' when the specialists can save you time and money.A postcard, a telephone call or a visit will bring you all the details.

D E C C111
record specialities

rs
LIBRARY SUPPLY DIVISION 4 DUKES ROAD LONDON WC1 01-387 2320



also available in reprint

H. BARON
136 CHATSWORTH ROAD, LONDON N.W.2.

THEMATIC CATALOGUES OF THE WORKS OF
FRANZ LISZT F E L I X  MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLDYLz.to $6.00 L 1 . 1 6  $4.32
IGNAZ MOSCHELES R O B E RT SCHUMANN
L1.4 $2.88 L 2 . 2  $5.04

PETER TCHAIKOVSKYLz.lo $6.00
J.-J.C. de MONDONVILLE: Pieces de Clavecin avec Voix ou Violon, op. 5 [1748] facsimileL3 $7.20
Notice des Manuscrits Autographes de la Musique composee par feuM.-L.-C.-Z.-S. CHERUBINI. (A catalogue of his works) 4° pp. 'as. 6d. $1.5o
ANDRE MAUGARS, célèbre joueur de viole. Sa Biographie, escrite a Rome 1639. Avecnotes et eclaircissements par E. Thoinan. 43 pp. is. $1.80
Deploration de Guillaume Cretin sur le trepas de JEAN OKEGHEM. Remise au jour, avecune introduction biographique et critique par E. Thoinan. 48 pp. is. $1.8o

CRAMER'S
for
MUSIC

MUSICAL LITERATUREAND MUSIC BINDING

99 St. Martin's LaneLondon, W.C.2
Tel. (3 lines) 01-240 1612-13-14

* COMPLETE MUSIC SERVICE PROVIDED

BLACKWELL'SMUSIC SHOP
Music and Books on Music

NEW AND SECONDHAND
New Catalogue free on request

Cat. 808 Chamber Music
Cat. 833 Operatic & Choral Scores
'Bulletin No. 17 Autumn 1967

39 HOLYWELL ST., OXFORD
Telephone 4911-4

in important re-issue
F. W. JAHNS
Carl Maria von Weberin semen Werken

in this book originally published in l871, F. W. Jahns, enoeavourednot only to supply a chronological and thematic catalogue ofWeber's compositions, but also to show Weber's creativedevelopment. During decades of research, Jahns inspectedalmost all the known autographs of compositions and corres-pondence, making many discoveries in the process. He put thisintimate knowledge to good effect by having new scholarly editionsof a large number of Weber's works published.
As well as listing all Weber's works and naming the publishers(after the manner of Kochel), Jahns provides extensive quotations,together with their sources, from contemporary critics, booksand letters from Weber's friends and acquaintances, and alsofrom his own letters. This book is therefore much more than acatalogue of works, as it contains all the material for a comprehensivestudy of Weber. It shows Carl Maria von Weber as a composerand as a man, and describes his cultural environment in Germanyand England during the first quarter of the nineteenth century.
D-2276 7s. Od.

Peters Edition 119-125 Wardour Street London W.1
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New publications by

The American Inst i tu te  o f  Musicology

CEKM 5

CEKM 10

C

Bernardo Pasquini
Collected Keyboard Works
edited by M. B. Haynes in 5 volumes

Volume II I :  Variations £4. 4.0

Organ Music  f rom Pol ish Manuscr ipts
edited by George Gobs and Adam Sutkowski

Volume I I :  Chorales by Heinrich Scheidemann (c, 1596-1663)
and Franz Tunder (c. 1614-1667) £4. 9.3

Volume I I I :  Fantasias from Ms. 300. R. Vv, 123, Archiwum
Wojewodzkie, Gddnsk £3. 8.3

Volume IV:  D .  Cato, J. Podbielski, M. Wartecki, P. Zelechowski
and anonymous pieces £4.19.9

Christopher Gibbons
Keyboard Compositions
edited by Cilare Rayner f3.13.6

A detailed Jim of publication5 by the
American InAtitate of MosicologyLs (.irailable on application


